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Perceptions and stereotypes

Source: based on Gruère & Morel, 1991.





Identity and ethnocentrism

• Na#onal iden#ty characterises a na#onality: sets the limits of 
an intercultural exchange

• Percep#on of the other is always based on one’s own culture → 
ethnocentrism:

– Ethnocentrism is inherent to any membership of
a socio-cultural, ethnic or na#onal group

– It is the intrinsic mechanism of separa#ng ‘mine’
from ‘yours’ 

– Our percep#ons are made through a barrier which is 
unconsciously made up of our own values

• Ethnocentrism is responsible for prejudices and stereotypes



Stereotype Content Model (SCM)

• Stereotypes are derived from two human ins4ncts:
– Do they(group) Intend to harm me?
– Are they capable of harming me?

• Stereotype as the uniform an4pathy towards an out-group
• General stereotype content are proposed to be bound on two dimensions: 

warmth and competence
• Two groups have ‘materialized’ from the socio-psychology literature; 
– Those viewed as kind but helpless
– Those viewed as skilful but cunning ß greatest target for envious prejudice



2. SCM Model

Kegel, Stefanie (2016) ‘The stereotype content model: Using a social psychology theory as a framework for user experience work and brand 
perception.’ uxdesign.cc, accessed 07.02.2018, https://uxdesign.cc/the-stereotype-content-model-a-social-psychology-theory-as-a-
framework-for-brand-perception-and-affc5b26532d

https://uxdesign.cc/the-stereotype-content-model-a-social-psychology-theory-as-a-framework-for-brand-perception-and-affc5b26532d


2. SCM Model

• Cuddy et al (2009) ‘Stereotype 
content model across cultures: 
Towards universal similarities and 
some differences’



Thought experiment

Scenario 1:
You are at the crosswalk and the light is red. 
To you, you see no traffic or cars.

What do you do?



Behavior depends on whether we live in a 
!ght or loose culture
- Gelfand, Michelle 



Trusting the ‘system’
T:
• Strong social norms
• Li?le tolerance for deviance
• Rule makers

L:
• Weak social norms
• Highly permissive
• Rule breakers

The Dght-loose logic that explain differences across naDons can also
explain differences across states, organiza8ons, social classes and 
households
- But also conflict, revolu8on, terrorism, populism



Social norms – cure for ‘chaos’

• Social norms De and coordinate us, increasing ‘group cohesion’ and 
cooperaDon
– Norms ‘required’ to coordinate on extremely large scales

• To us, we are dependent on social norms as much as we are dependent 
on survival



Mapping tight-loose cultures



Norms ‘travel’ through time



Trust in our values

Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) define value orienta9ons as: 
• complex principles resul9ng of interac9on between three elements:
– Cogni9ve, affec9ve, direc9ve 

Three assump9ons for formula9ng value orienta9ons:
– Universal nature of value orienta9ons
– Many ways of solving problems
– Preferences in choosing solu9ons.



Five problems common to all human groupings 

.

Source: adapted from Kluckholn & Strodtbeck, 1961: 11–12.





What do you think about this scenario?

You are riding in a car driven by a close friend. He hits a pedestrian. You know he was going at 
least 35 miles per hour in an area of the city where the maximum allowed speed is 20 miles per 
hour. There are no witnesses. His lawyer says that if you tes9fy under oath that he was driving 
only 20 miles per hour, it may save him from serious consequences. What right has your friend 
to expect you to protect him?
1. My friend has a definite right as a friend to expect me to tes9fy to the lower figure.
2. He has some right as friend to expect me to tes9fy to the lower figure.
3. He has no right as a friend to expect me to tes9fy to the lower figure.



Trompenaars’ dimensions

• Trompenaars goes beyond the framework of 
anthropology/sociology showing how the 
dimensions affect 
the process of managing cultures:
– rela9ons to other people
– rela9ons to 9me 
– rela9ons to nature/environment

Trompenaars’ standpoint:
– Each culture has its own specific solu9ons 

for universal problems.



Relations to the others

1. Universalism/particularism: 
– societal versus personal obligation

2. Individualism/collectivism (communitarianism):
– personal versus group goals

3. Neutral/affective relationships: 
– emotional orientation

4. Specific/diffuse relationships: 
– contract versus contact

5. Achievement/ascription (doing/being):
– legitimating power and status



Source: see Table 5.1, page 132

Relations to time and the environment



Framework for the millennium manager

In prac9ce, dimensions and the related cultural dilemmas are typically between: 
1. Universalism–par9cularism

– Legal contracts and loose interpreta9ons 
– Low cost strategies or premium strategy 
– Extending rules or discovering excep9ons 

2. Individualism–collec9vism (communitarianism)
– Profit or market share strategy 
– Origina9ng ideas or refining useful products.



Framework for the millennium manager (Continued)

3. Neutral or affec9vity
– Long pauses or frequent interrup9ons
– Being professional or engaged 

4. Specific–diffuse
– Data and codifica9on or concepts and models
– Being results-oriented or process-oriented 

5. Achieved or ascribed status
– Pay for performance or vindica9on for worth 
– Head-hun9ng or developing in-house.



Framework for the millennium manager (Continued)

6. Sequential or synchronic time
– Highly rational, standardised production or just-in-time production
– Keeping to schedule or being easily distracted

7. Inner or outer directed
– Strategically oriented or fusion oriented
– Dauntless entrepreneur or public benefactor.



Cultural values on tasks carried out by managers and 
professionals:

1. Planning

• goals and 
objec?ves of 
a company 
or 
department 

2. Organising

• organising 
ac?ons 
needed to 
achieve the 
goals

3. Staffing

• alloca?ng 
employees 
to par?cular 
posi?ons 

4. Directing

• leading the 
organisa?on 
and its 
employees 
towards 
its goals 

5. Controlling

• monitoring 
performance 
of the 
company or 
department 



Effect of cultural values on management

• The way tasks and responsibili9es are performed can be examined in light of key number of 
cultural values (models of culture).
– These cultural values emerged from cultural dimensions found by scholars.

• Eight cultural value orienta9ons have considerable influence on the way managers perform 
their ac9vi9es.

• These cultural value orienta9ons have impact on the management ac9vi9es. 



Source: free after Doing Business Internationally, Participant Workbook: 2.3.



Time focus

• Different cultures have different percep9ons of 9me according to their environment, history, 
tradi9ons and general prac9ces. 

• Hall and Hall (1990) dis9nguish two prominent 9me systems that are of par9cular relevance to 
management: 
– Monochronic

• 9me is used in a linear way: one ac9vity at a 9me 
– Polychronic

• people tend to focus on mul9ple tasks. 



Time focus and management tasks

Monochronic cultures

1. Making schedules.
2. Linear and task-focused.
3. Concerns focused on shorter 

term.
4. Distribu>on of detailed 

informa>on.
5. Use control systems and strict 

deadlines.

Polychronic cultures

1. Relationships in planning.
2. More holistic and people-

focused.
3. Focus on longer term.
4. Sharing of implicit 

knowledge/information.
5. Flexible control systems 

involving people.



Time orientation

Cultures focused on the:
– Past uphold tradi9on in line with the history of the company
– Present aim for quick results and short-term gain
– Future assess plans in the light of expected future benefit.



• Imagine the past, present and future as circles: Draw three circles in a way which represents your 
feelings about the rela9onship between the past, present and future

• You can use different-sized circles, draw circles onto each other or keep them separate
• Finally, label each circle accordingly



Time orientation and management tasks

Past-oriented cultures
1. Building in long-term >me 

frames.
2. Past goals guide the 

process.
3. Slower in adap>ng criteria 

by selec>on. 
4. Con>nua>on of the 

company’s values.
5. Develop performance in 

keeping customary goals.

Future-oriented cultures
1. Long-term plans and 

results.
2. Co-ordinated to meet 

longer-range goals.
3. Selec>on to meet long-

term business goals.
4. Achieving long-term 

benefits.
5. Develop objec>ves in the 

long-term context.



Power

Power value orientation: the extent to which a society expects or accepts that power is 
distributed unequally.
• Hierarchy
– Level of power and authority are strictly marked

• Equality
– Status and formal position have less influence. 



Power and management tasks

Hierarchy
1. More autocra,c or 

paternalis,c planning.
2. Organisa,onal structure is 

,ghtly controlled.
3. Subordinates expect bosses to 

take ini,a,ves.
4. Employees like being closely 

supervised.
5. Employees prefer the personal 

control of superiors.

Equality
1. More par,cipa,ve planning.
2. Organisa,onal structure 

encourages individual 
autonomy.

3. Work rela,ons should not be 
strictly prescribed.

4. Managers exhibit consulta,ve 
style.

5. Subordinates develop 
performance objec,ves with 
their bosses.



Competition (Competitiveness)

• Compe99ve
When compe99veness is valued, the culture is focused on: 
– Acquiring wealth
– Performing well
– Achieving ambi9ons.

• Co-opera9ve
– Compe99on is not considered to be the main purpose of business
– Stress is on the quality of life, rela9onships and consensus.



Competition and management tasks

Compe>>ve
1. Task performance when 

implemen4ng plans. 
2. Managers have more of a 

leadership role. 
3. Selec4on of employees on ability to 

act independently. 
4. The leader’s role is to track and 

reward achievement. 
5. Preferred control systems are 

performance-based.

Co-operative
1. Maintaining relationships in 

plan implementation.
2. Managers have more of a 

facilitating role. 
3. Employees elected on ability 

to work well in groups. 
4. The leader’s role is to facilitate 

relationships. 
5. Task performance is recognised as 

a standard for success. 



Action (activity)

Kluckholn and Strodtbeck (1961) see every method of human expression as resul9ng in some 
form of ac9vity which shows a preference towards:

• Doing orienta9on
The stress in doing cultures is placed on:
– Ac9on 
– Achieving personal goals. 

• Being orienta9on
The stress is placed on:
– Working for the moment
– Living the experience.



Action and management tasks

Doing cultures
1. Developing ,me-framed 

ac,on steps. 
2. Ac,on-oriented 

documenta,on.
3. Ability to fulfil organisa,onal 

tasks.
4. Exper,se and competence.
5. The ways the tasks are done. 

Being cultures
1. Strong focus on the vision.
2. Based on common vision and 

personal trust. 
3. Career development based on 

personal or social criteria.
4. Personal philosophy, values and 

style.
5. Management of performance 

measurement less systema,c. 



Space

Private/Public
• One aspect of space orienta9on is related to private or public space
• Another aspect related to invisible boundary around every person
• The concept of space can be seen in terms of personality.



Space and management tasks

Private
1. Forms of planning: 

individualistic or systematic.
2. More task-centred. 
3. Explicit information about how 

staff are to be employed.
4. Managers and employees do 

not share the same office. 
5. Explicit measures of 

performance. 

Public
1. Group-oriented or 

authorita,ve forms.
2. Rela,onship-centred 

approaches.
3. Implicit informa,on. 
4. Size of the place where an 

employee works does not 
reflect the person’s rank.

5. Informal checks on 
performance. 



Communication

• Role of the context in the communica9on process (Hall & Hall, 1990).
• Context related to framework, background and surrounding circumstances. 
• High-context
– Informa9on is ‘hidden’ in the context
– Situa9on carries most of the informa9on

• Low-context
– The messages are clear and explicit.



Communication and context

Low context
1. Plans are explicit, detailed, 

quan4fiable, info-based. 
2. Explicit, detailed guidelines for 

task responsibili4es via verbal/wriKen 
instruc4on. 

3. Detailed employment contracts & 
explicit performance appraisals. 

4. Managers outline specific (path 
to) goals. Instruc4ons specific, 
conflict depersonalised. 

5. Control more task-driven: 
monitoring to ensure objec4ves.

High-context
1. Plans are more implicit, with 

less detailed instruc4ons.
2. Implicit task assignment and 

responsibili4es, understood 
according to context. 

3. Implicit criteria/methods for 
employment and appraisal 

4. Managers reach goals through 
rela4onships/group processes. 
Conflict resolved beforehand. 

5. Control more process-driven: 
control aspects embedded in 
cultural context. 



Messages and context

Source: Usunier, 1993: 103.



Structure

• The term ‘structure’ refers in business to an organisa9onal structure. 
• Value orienta9on concerns the rela9on between the individual and the group.
• Individualism
– ‘I’ predominates over the ‘We’

• Collec9vism
– Interests of the group prevail over individuals.



Structure and business ac.vi.es

Individualism
1. Those involved in planning  

expected to take ini3a3ve to 
present views.

2. Emphasis on individual when 
assigning tasks and resources.

3. Organisa3ons not expected to look 
a;er their employees’ career 
development.

4. Leaders expect employees to 
meet/exceed responsibili3es.

5. Control exerted by individual 
standards of excellence. Self-
respect discourages deviance from 
standards.

Collec2vism
1. Plans developed within shared 

values used for measuring and 
jus3fying ac3vi3es.

2. Emphasis on the group: the team 
is assigned tasks and resources.

3. Promo3on based on seniority. 
Managers evaluated on their 
conformity to org./group norms. 

4. Leaders expect loyalty in exchange 
for protec3on; group/top-down 
control.

5. Devia3on from standards and 
expecta3ons discouraged through 
group-oriented pressure.



Trust in the ‘good work’

• One possible model: the nordic work model
– Cooperation between organized labor market parties and the state/the public
– Nordic countries display broad set of measures to promote the good work

• The pattern of co-operation and trust generally associated with the Nordic model is often linked to 
– limited size of their populations
– location in the European periphery
– their ethnic homogeneity
– inherent peacefulness and cooperative orientation

• Based on the idea of reducing conflicts in working life through pooling the measures available to
– the employers
– the unions
– the government





Who would you trust the most?
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Cultural Intelligence explained

• Capability to work effec9vely across cultures

Three major components to CQ:
• Cogni9ve: the general knowledge and knowledge 

structures about cultures
– Meta-cogni9ve: mental capability of individuals to 

acquire and understand cultural knowledge 
• Mo9va9onal: individual capability to direct energy 

towards learning about and func9oning in different 
intercultural situa9ons

• Behavioural: individual capability to exhibit appropriate 
ac9ons in culturally diverse encounters



What comes first – CQ or development of CQ 

• To acquire CQ you must prac9ce, by living and working in culturally different environments, or by 
working with culturally different people

• But; in order to live and work effec9vely in culturally different environments, or to work 
successfully with culturally different people, you first need to acquire CQ



CQ development



Summary

Trust in cultures strengthen or weakens due to 
• Cultural icebergs
• Stereotypes
• Social norms
• Values
• Different solu>ons to the same problem
• “Good work”
• Leadership


